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Valle di Ledro 
Trentino, Italy



in the name  
of beauty

Alpilegno has its roots in the Alps, here in Trentino, our home. 
For over twenty years, we have drawn inspiration from this 
natural landscape, transforming raw wood into technology 
that brings natural light, fresh air and stunning views to any 
building project, in the name of beauty, design and well-being.

the words that guide us 05



V alle di Ledro is home to our headquarters. Our roots 
are here and our family, including our skilled and 

passionate employees who help us create the business we 
want: a modern, competitive company that is a benchmark for 
premium wooden and wooden-aluminium windows and doors. 

06 the words that guide us

local area, people and business.
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W ith our roots in the natural landscapes of Trentino, we are 
focused on the environment and minimising our footprint. 

Everything is produced in Italy. We have solar panels on the roof of 
our plant to power the equipment on the production line, and we 
only work with certified and verified reforested wood.

nature, wood and sustainability.
08 the words that guide us 09



W e produce beautiful, strong, smart windows for construction 
projects that value quality and energy savings. Our formula for 

windows and doors with outstanding thermal and acoustic performance: 
the most cutting-edge, high-precision automated production combined 
with the artisan expertise of our carpenters.

windows, technology and performance.
10 the words that guide us 11



W e support designers in the development of customised 
solutions for the best technical and aesthetic results.  

Stunning views, natural light and large openings are contemporary 
building trends that we handle with all types of glazing and sliding 
solutions, including full-glass features and curtain walls.

projects, challenges and solutions.
12 the words that guide us 13



W e manage the entire process, from the design office 
through to in-house production. We offer a fully 

comprehensive service, particularly on site, installing 
windows and doors to the highest of standards, with qualified 
technicians and all of our own vehicles and equipment.

works, installation and services.
14 the words that guide us 15
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shutters and shades

windows and doors from the Wood series

Wood series

WoodAluminium series

large openings

handles

beauty



 Highest quality laminated 
spruce timber (without 
joints), PEFC (Programme for 
the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification) certified. 
Choice of wood, including 
spruce, larch, ash and oak.

 Coated with Remmers 
products and with the 
innovative Remmers Long 
Protection® system that 
enables us to provide a ten-
year guarantee.

 Seals created with a 
TPE-V foam structure 
that guarantees and 
optimises air-tightness and 
soundproofing.

 Silver anodised aluminium 
window drip edge with holes 
to release moisture and an 
additional seal.

 Lower edge of French 
windows 25 mm tall created 
in two parts: exterior is 
aluminium for greater 
durability, while interior is a 
plastic material to guarantee 
thermal insulation.

 Fittings include double 
concealed hinge with 160 kg 
load capacity, not entirely 
in metal to protect against 
cold and draughts, locking 
points with self-adjusting 
pins and anti-intruder 
stops to inhibit forced entry, 
adjustable angular hinges, 
friction hinge for tilt and 
turn windows, and lever rod 
on secondary panel for easy 
closing.

 Aluminium handle with 
a silver finish featuring the 
Secustik® system and built-
in micro-ventilation in the 
fittings.

 Energy-saving glazing 
with Ug value of 1.1 W/(m²K) 
at 30 mm thick or Ug value of 
0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick, 
depending on the profile 
chosen. The spacer profile 
contains a warm-edge 
solution that breaks the 
thermal bridge around the 
edges of the glazing, limiting 
unwanted condensation 
around the edge of the 
window during humid and 
cold weather.

 Glazing held in the panel 
with a system of clips 
and screws, covered with 
wooden glazing beads in the 
same wood and finish as 
the rest of the product. This 
system guarantees a greater 
security and eliminates 
possible imperfections 
associated with traditional 
visible nail or screw 
systems.

Key standard technical features for windows and doors in the Wood series

fittings with 160 kg load capacity 
for tilt and turn opening + micro-
ventilation in the hinge covers

external seal between glazing 
and wood (no silicone)

3 layers of certified  
non-toxic resin coating

aluminium profiles to protect 
the bottom of the window,  
run-off channel on window 
panel and drip edge on frame

double glazing with seamed panels
low-emission treatment of glass 
panels, depending on type of glass
argon gas-filled gap
warm-edge

glazing held with screwed clips 
and glazing beads

wood polishing on flat surfaces 
and frames using hi-tech tools

PEFC-certified laminated spruce 
timber (no finger joints)3 thermo-acoustic seals between 

window panel and frame

windows and doors from the Wood series
Alpilegno wooden windows 
and doors, from 72 to 112 
mm thick, combine all 
the best natural qualities 
with great aesthetic and 
functional design, ensuring 
optimal comfort.
Wood is a refined and 
timeless material for 
premium construction and 
architecture. It is perfect 
for restoring historic 
buildings and for the most 
state-of-the-art projects, 

guaranteeing unrivalled 
technical performance, 
excellent thermal and 
acoustic insulation and a 
wide range of finishes and 
customisation options.
Our product are unique and 
exclusive, adding a touch of 
refinement to your space. 
Unlike other materials, they 
can be restored and given 
new life.

windows and doors in the WoodAluminium series
Alpilegno offers an 
innovative range of latest-
generation wooden-
aluminium windows 
and doors to meet the 
technical and architectural 
requirements of modern 
construction. The 
products are suitable for 
locations with particularly 
challenging climates, 
guaranteeing high levels 
of protection and optimal 

thermal and acoustic 
insulation.
Special cutting-edge 
production techniques 
enable the creation 
of windows and doors 
using frames using high-
performance aluminium 
profiles on the exterior and 
selected PEFC-certified 
laminated wood on the 
interior.
Design and technology 

enhancing natural 
materials, for outstanding 
products that are built to 
last. Windows and doors 
that are built in harmony 
with nature — just like 
wood, aluminium is 100% 
recyclable.

 Highest quality laminated 
spruce timber (without 
joints), PEFC (Programme for 
the Endorsement of Forest 
Certification) certified. 
Choice of wood, including 
spruce, larch, ash and oak.

 Coated with Remmers 
products and with the 
innovative Remmers Long 
Protection® system.

 Seals created with a 
TPE-V foam structure 
that guarantees and 
optimises air-tightness and 
soundproofing.

 Aluminium fixed to the 
wooden section using plastic 
support clips held with 
screws or using a snap-on 
system. There is a 5-mm gap 
between the two materials to 
eliminate any condensation 
and guarantee proper air-
circulation where they meet, 
enabling free expansion 
without stress.

 Lower edge of French 
windows 25 mm tall created 
in two parts: the exterior 
is aluminium, while the 
interior is a plastic material 
to guarantee thermal 
insulation.

 Fittings include double 
concealed hinge with 160 kg 
load capacity, not entirely in 
metal to protect against cold 
and draughts, locking points 
with self-adjusting pins and 
anti-intruder stops to inhibit 
forced entry, adjustable 
angular hinges, friction hinge 
for tilt and turn windows, and 
lever rod on secondary panel 
for easy closing.  
Fittings for concealed hinges 
are also available on request

 Aluminium handle with 
a silver finish featuring the 
Secustik® system and built-
in micro-ventilation in the 
fittings.

 Energy-saving glazing with 
Ug value of 1.1 W/(m²K) at 
30 mm thick or Ug value of 
0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick, 
depending on the profile 
chosen. The spacer profile 
contains a warm-edge 
solution that breaks the 
thermal bridge around the 
edges of the glazing, limiting 
unwanted condensation 
around the edge of the 
window during humid and 
cold weather.

Key standard technical features for windows and doors in the WoodAluminium series

LAK120 plan

LAK120
120-mm thick window panel
103/112-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

120-mm thick window panel
123/132-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

external seal between glazing and 
wood (no silicone)

exterior aluminium casing fixed 
with sliding clips, customisable 
shapes and colours

gap between aluminium and 
wood to ensure no moisture and 
guarantee air circulation

double glazing with seamed panels
low-emission treatment of glass 
panels, depending on type of glass
argon gas-filled gap
warm-edge

3 thermo-acoustic seals between 
window panel and frame

fittings with 160 kg load capacity 
for tilt and turn opening + micro-
ventilation in
hinge covers

linear profile without visible 
glazing beads

wood polishing on flat surfaces 
and frames using hi-tech tools

PEFC-certified laminated spruce 
timber (no finger joints)

81-mm thick window panel
79-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

81-mm thick window panel
100-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

LAK81 plan

LAK81
81-mm thick window panel
79-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

81-mm thick window panel
100-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

LA81LINEA plan

LA81LINEA
81-mm thick window panel
79-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

81-mm thick window panel
100-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

LAK81LINEA plan

LAK81LINEA
81-mm thick window panel
79-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

81-mm thick window panel
100-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

LA81 plan

LA81L72

L72 plan

72-mm thick window panel
72-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

72-mm thick window panel
93-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

L72 ALPE

L72 ALPE plan

72-mm thick window panel
72-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

72-mm thick window panel
93-mm thick frame
30-mm thick double glazing

LK92

LK92 plan

92-mm thick window panel
92-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

92-mm thick window panel
112-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

LK92 ALPE

LK92 ALPE plan

92-mm thick window panel
92-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing

92-mm thick window panel
112-mm thick frame
54-mm thick triple-glazing
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assembly: seals, fittings, 
aluminium, glazing and joining 
panel and frame

coating

initial automatic 
processing for planing, 
sizing and milling

glueing  
and sanding

windows and doors in the WoodAluminium series

durability



products and services 27Wood series
L72

Wood series
L72 plan

The warmth and beauty of wood 
in its simplest form.

Unit composed of fixed frame and 
moving frame, 72 mm thick, with 
triple sealing profile and three 
seals, equipped with top-quality 
certified fittings.

30-mm thick double glazing with 
perimeter seal.

The bottom of the unit is 
protected with a drip edge along 
the moving frame and a run-off 
channel along the bottom of 
the fixed frame, both in silver 
or bronze-finish anodised 
aluminium.

L72 is also available in a plan version with the 
same technical specifications, with thicker 
interior frame measuring 93 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications
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Frame cross-section 72 x 84 mm
Window-panel cross-section 72 x 82 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 1.26 1.31 1.44 1.44
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 1480 MM 1.30 1.35 1.43 1.48
French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 1.24 1.28 1.39 1.39
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 2725 MM 1.29 1.35 1.42 1.47

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 9A
French window Class 9A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C3
French window Class C1

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N



products and services 29Wood series
L72 ALPE

Wood series
L72 ALPE plan
L72 ALPE is also available in a plan version with 
the same technical specifications and thicker 
interior frame measuring 93 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications

Frame cross-section 72 x 84 mm
Window-panel cross-section 72 x 82 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 1.26 1.31 1.44 1.44
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 1480 MM 1.30 1.35 1.43 1.48
French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 1.24 1.28 1.39 1.39
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 2725 MM 1.29 1.33 1.42 1.47

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 9A
French window Class 9A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C4
French window Class C1

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

The classic, rustic wood finish 
is ideal for historic buildings, 
perfectly combining advanced 
technology with tradition.

Unit composed of fixed frame and 
moving frame, 72 mm thick, with 
triple sealing profile and three 
seals, equipped with top-quality 
certified fittings.

30-mm thick double glazing with 
perimeter seal.

Sash bars made to measure and 
moulded glazing beads.

Bottom of the unit features 
inclined drainage and exterior 
horizontal milled drip-free edge.
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products and services 31Wood series
LK92

Wood series
LK92 plan
LK92 is also available in a plan version with 
the same technical specifications, with thicker 
interior frame measuring 112 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications

Frame cross-section 92 x 84 mm
Window-panel cross-section 92 x 82 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick 

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 0.81 0.85 0.95 0.95
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 1480 MM 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.98
French window Glass 33.1-20Ar-4-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge 

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 0.76 0.80 0.88 0.88
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 2725 MM 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.93

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 9A
French window Class 6A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C5
French window Class C4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

The aesthetic qualities of wood are 
combined with high-performance thermal 
and acoustic insulation.

Unit composed of fixed frame and moving 
frame, 92 mm thick, with triple sealing 
profile and three seals, equipped with top-
quality certified fittings.

54-mm thick Triple glazing with perimeter 
seal held in the profile without visible 
glazing beads for a sleek, modern design 
with a very clean look.

The bottom of the unit is protected with 
a drip edge along the moving frame and a 
run-off channel along the bottom of the 
fixed frame, both in silver or bronze-finish 
anodised aluminium.
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NEW PROFILE 
DESIGN WITHOUT 
VISIBLE GLAZING 
BEADS

NEW PROFILE 
DESIGN WITHOUT 
VISIBLE GLAZING 
BEADS



products and services 33Wood series
LK92 ALPE 

Wood series
LK92 ALPE plan
LK92 ALPE is also available in a plan version with 
the same technical specifications and thicker 
interior frame measuring 112 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications

Frame cross-section 92 x 84 mm
Window-panel cross-section 92 x 82 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick  

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 0.81 0.85 0.95 0.95
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 1480 MM 0.89 0.94 0.94 0.98
French window Glass 33.1-20Ar-4-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge  

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 0.76 0.80 0.88 0.88
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1540 X 2725 MM 0.85 0.90 0.90 0.93

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 9A
French window Class 6A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C4
French window Class C4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

Wooden forms inspired by a traditional 
rustic look combined with high-
performance thermal and acoustic 
insulation.

Unit composed of fixed frame and moving 
frame, 92 mm thick, with triple sealing 
profile and three seals, equipped with top-
quality certified fittings.

54-mm thick Triple glazing with perimeter 
seal held in the panel with a system of 
clips and screws hidden by internal glazing 
beads for optimal security and a very clean 
look.

Bottom of the unit features inclined 
drainage and exterior horizontal milled 
drip-free edge.
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LA81

WoodAluminium series
LA81 plan
LA81 is also available in a plan version with 
the same technical specifications, with thicker 
interior frame measuring 100 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications
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Frame cross-section 79 x 110 mm
Window-panel cross-section 81 x 70 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 1.20 1.30 1.30 1.40
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1230 X 1480 MM 1.30 1.30 1.40 1.40
French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 1.20 1.30 1.30 1.30
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1480 X 2180 MM 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.40

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class E1050
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C5
French window Class B4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

The beauty of wood inside combined 
with the protection and durability of 
aluminium outside. Clean lines and a 
classic design: unmistakeable frames 
and panels.

Unit composed of fixed frame and moving 
frame, 81 mm thick, with triple sealing 
profile and three seals, equipped with 
exterior aluminium profile casing.

Exterior aluminium coating available in 
a wide range of finishes, including faux 
wood and matt RAL colours.

30-mm thick double glazing with 
perimeter seal.
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LAK81

WoodAluminium series
LAK81 plan
LAK81 is also available in a plan version with the 
same technical specifications and thicker interior 
frame measuring 100 mm so that it is aligned 
with the panel. This solution is provided with 
concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications
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Wood interior and aluminium exterior 
finish with high-performance thermal 
and acoustic insulation. 
Clean lines and a classic design: 
unmistakeable frames and panels.

Unit composed of fixed frame and moving 
frame, 81 mm thick, with triple sealing 
profile and three seals, equipped with 
exterior aluminium profile casing.

Exterior aluminium coating available in 
a wide range of finishes, including faux 
wood and matt RAL colours.

54-mm thick Triple glazing with 
perimeter seal.

Frame cross-section 79 x 110 mm
Window-panel cross-section 81 x 70 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 0.84 0.88 0.94 0.97
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1230 X 1480 MM 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.00
French window Glass 33.1-20Ar-4-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 0.81 0.84 0.89 0.92
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1480 X 2180 MM 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.94

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class E1050
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C5
French window Class B4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N
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LA81 LINEA

WoodAluminium series
LA81 LINEA plan
LA81 LINEA is also available in a plan version with 
the same technical specifications and thicker 
interior frame measuring 100 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications

Frame cross-section 79 x 110 mm
Window-panel cross-section 81 x 70 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 1.20 1.30 1.30 1.40
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1230 X 1480 MM 1.30 1.30 1.40 1.40
French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 1.20 1.30 1.30 1.30
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1480 X 2180 MM 1.30 1.30 1.30 1.40

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class E1050
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C5
French window Class B4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

Extremely clean and minimalist 
design where the fixed frame 
and moving frame form a single 
continuous line. 
The unit can be installed flush with 
the wall, maximising natural light 
indoors.

Unit composed of fixed frame and 
moving frame, 81 mm thick, with 
triple sealing profile and three seals, 
equipped with exterior aluminium 
profile casing. 

Exterior aluminium coating available 
in a wide range of finishes, including 
faux wood and matt RAL colours.

30-mm thick double glazing with 
perimeter seal.
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LAK81 LINEA is also available in a plan version 
with the same technical specifications and thicker 
interior frame measuring 100 mm so that it is 
aligned with the panel. This solution is provided 
with concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications

WoodAluminium series
LAK81 LINEA

WoodAluminium series
LAK81 LINEA plan

Frame cross-section 79 x 110 mm
Window-panel cross-section 81 x 70 mm

Number of seals 3

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 0.84 0.88 0.94 0.97
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1230 X 1480 MM 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.00
French window Glass 33.1-20Ar-4-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 0.81 0.84 0.89 0.92
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1480 X 2180 MM 0.83 0.87 0.92 0.94

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class E1050
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C5
French window Class B4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

High-performance insulation is paired 
with extremely clean and minimalist 
design where the fixed frame and 
moving frame form a single continuous 
line. 
The unit can be installed flush with the 
wall, maximising natural light indoors.

Unit composed of fixed frame and 
moving frame, 81 mm thick, with 
triple sealing profile and three seals, 
equipped with exterior aluminium 
profile casing. 

Exterior aluminium coating available in 
a wide range of finishes, including faux 
wood and matt RAL colours.

54-mm thick Triple glazing with 
perimeter seal.
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LAK120 is also available in a plan version with the 
same technical specifications and thicker interior 
frame measuring 123/132 mm so that it is aligned 
with the panel. This solution is provided with 
concealed fittings as standard.

technical specifications

WoodAluminium series
LAK120

WoodAluminium series
LAK120 plan

Frame cross-section 103/112 x 97 mm
Window-panel cross-section 120 x 86 mm

Number of seals 4

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 1480 MM 0.88 0.92 0.98 1.00
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1230 X 1480 MM 0.94 0.98 1.00 1.10
French window Glass 33.1-20Ar-4-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

1 panel VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1000 X 2180 MM 0.85 0.89 0.94 0.97
2 panels VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 1480 X 2180 MM 0.86 0.90 0.96 0.99

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 9A
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C4
French window Class C4

Load capacity of safety devices 350 N

The interior beauty of wood and exterior 
durability of aluminium in a single 
solution with excellent thermal and 
acoustic insulation.

Unit composed of fixed frame and 
moving frame, 120 mm thick, with 
quadruple sealing profile and four seals, 
equipped with exterior aluminium profile 
casing featuring open joints, fastened to 
the wood using clips with a 5 mm gap to 
guarantee proper air circulation and free 
expansion of materials.

Exterior aluminium coating available in 
a wide range of finishes, including faux 
wood and matt RAL colours.

54-mm thick Triple glazing with 
perimeter seal.

LAK120 and LAK120 plan  
are available with 
compatibility for aluminium 
profiles with a round edge or 
a straight edge.

ROUND  
EDGE

STRAIGHT 
EDGE
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Alpilegno windows and doors become

large openings WoodAluminium series
HS lift and slide
HS LUCE lift and slide

Wood series
HS lift and slide
HS LUCE lift and slide

44 products and services
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The beauty, strength and technical performance 
of Alpilegno windows and doors reach their peak 
with glass solutions for large openings, where the 
view and the natural light take centre stage. 



products and services 49large openings large openings
HS lift and slide HS LUCE lift and slide

Lift-and-slide doors structured with large panels, up 
to 3 x 3 m each, composed in symmetrical pairs: one 
sliding panel and one fixed panel or both panels sliding 
across each other.

The base is equipped with a lowered threshold in 
composite material reinforced with fibreglass to be 
installed flush with interior flooring for a continuous 
transition between interior to exterior space.

These products are available in a Wood version with 
double or triple glazing and a WoodAluminium version 
with double or triple glazing.

Lift-and-slide door with large panel dimensions, up to 3 x 3 
m, fitted with fixed symmetrical glazing or with increased 
length: the panel slides across the fixed glazing.

The bottom of the sliding panel features a lowered 
threshold to be installed flush with interior flooring, 
while the fixed glazing offers light and eye-catching 
design with slim glazing beads and central upright 
aligned with the profile of the sliding panel for a clean 
and controlled effect.

These products are available in a Wood version with 
double or triple glazing and a WoodAluminium version 
with double or triple glazing.



large openings large openings

HS L72 HS L72 LUCE

HS LK92

lift and slide lift and slide

lift and slide

also available in the  
HS L72 Alpe version with 
moulded profile L72 Alpe  

also available in the  
HS LK92 Alpe version with 
moulded profile LK92 Alpe  HS LK92 LUCE

lift and slide

Frame cross-section 164 x 56 mm
Window-panel cross-section 68 x 75 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 1.29 1.29 1.39 1.39
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + SLIDING) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 1.27 1.27 1.37 1.37

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 1.26 1.26 1.34 1.34
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + SLIDING) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 1.25 1.25 1.32 1.32

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 7A
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C2
French window Class C2

Operating force Class 1

Impact resistance (with 33.1 laminated glass) Class 2

Frame cross-section 212 x 56 mm
Window-panel cross-section 92 x 75 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 0.83 0.88 0.94 0.98
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + SLIDING) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 0.83 0.87 0.93 0.96

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 0.77 0.80 0.85 0.88
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + SLIDING) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 0.77 0.80 0.85 0.87

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 7A
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C2
French window Class C2

Operating force Class 1

Impact resistance (with 33.1 laminated glass) Class 2

Frame cross-section 212 x 56 mm
Window-panel cross-section 92 x 75 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.96

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.86

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 7A
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C2
French window Class C2

Operating force Class 1

Impact resistance (with 33.1 laminated glass) Class 2

Frame cross-section 164 x 56 mm
Window-panel cross-section 68 x 75 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 1.30 1.34 1.38 1.41

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 1.26 1.29 1.32 1.34

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 7A
French window Class 7A

Wind resistance 
Window Class C2
French window Class C2

Operating force Class 1

Impact resistance (with 33.1 laminated glass) Class 2

INTERNAL 
FLOORING AT 
HEIGHT 0

INTERNAL 
FLOORING AT 
HEIGHT 0

INTERNAL 
FLOORING AT 
HEIGHT 0

INTERNAL 
FLOORING AT 
HEIGHT 0

SLIDING PANEL

SLIDING PANEL

SLIDING  
PANEL

SLIDING  
PANEL

DOUBLE GLAZING  
30 MM THICK

TRIPLE GLAZING  
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DOUBLE GLAZING  
30 MM THICK

TRIPLE GLAZING  
54 MM THICK
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SLIDING 
MECHANISM

CONCEALED 
SLIDING 
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CONCEALED 
SLIDING 
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SLIDING 
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LOWERED REINFORCED 
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WoodAluminium series WoodAluminium series
large openings large openings

HS LAK92 LUCEHS LAK92
lift and slide lift and slideFrame cross-section 210 x 58 mm

Window-panel cross-section 100 x 76 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 0.84 0.88 0.93 0.96
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + SLIDING) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 0.85 0.88 0.93 0.95

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 0.78 0.80 0.84 0.87
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 0.78 0.81 0.85 0.87

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 4A
French window Class 4A

Wind resistance 
Window Class B2
French window Class B2

Operating force Class 2

Frame cross-section 210 x 58 mm
Window-panel cross-section 100 x 76 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 0.5 W/(m²K) at 54 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-4-20-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 0.79 0.82 0.87 0.89

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 0.74 0.76 0.81 0.82

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 4A
French window Class 4A

Wind resistance 
Window Class B2
French window Class B2

Operating force Class 2

HS LA92 LUCEHS LA92
lift and slide lift and slideFrame cross-section 210 x 58 mm

Window-panel cross-section 100 x 76 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 1.27 1.30 1.35 1.38
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + SLIDING) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 1.27 1.30 1.35 1.38

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 1.24 1.27 1.31 1.33
2 panels - Diagram B 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 1.25 1.27 1.31 1.33

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 4A
French window Class 4A

Wind resistance 
Window Class B2
French window Class B2

Operating force Class 2

Frame cross-section 210 x 58 mm
Window-panel cross-section 100 x 76 mm

Number of seals 2

Thermal transmittance:
Glass Ug value 1.1 W/(m²K) at 30 mm thick

EXTRA-SOFT
WOOD

SOFT
WOOD

SEMI-HARD
WOOD

HARD
WOOD

Window Glass 4-20Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 1300 MM 1.27 1.29 1.33 1.35

French window Glass 33.1-18Ar-33.1 Low-E warm edge

2 panels - Diagram A 
(SLIDING + FIXED) VIRTUAL DIMENSIONS 2500 X 2300 MM 1.24 1.27 1.29 1.31

Air permeability (window and French window) Class 4

Waterproofing
Window Class 4A
French window Class 4A

Wind resistance 
Window Class B2
French window Class B2

Operating force Class 2
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handles
handles for windows and sliding doors supplied as standard large handles for front doors supplied as standard
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NEW YORK
in bronze-finish 
aluminium

RS-CF
in silver-finish 
aluminium

QUADRA
in satin  
chrome-finish brass

VITÒRIA 
in satin  
chrome-finish brass

VITÒRIA 
in bronze- 
finish brass

NEW YORK HS
in bronze-finish  
aluminium

NEW YORK
in silver-finish  
aluminium

NEW YORK HS
in silver-finish  
aluminium

TOULON
in silver-finish  
aluminium

TOULON HS
in silver-finish  
aluminium
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adjustable and fixed shutters
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Alpilegno offers high-quality wood and aluminium 
shutters. There is a wide range of products to meet any 
functional and design requirements, giving windows 
maximum protection against sunlight, wind and rain.

We provide shutters with clean, elegant lines that 
fit perfectly with the architecture of even the most 
modern buildings.

The types of woods and their different grains, 
colouration and finishes come together to make every 
shutter unique, whether it features open or closed 
slats, angled slats, panels or matchboard.

Our consulting and technical support centre helps 
architects, designers and customers select the best 
product in terms of style and durability.

Our shutters are rated technical class 6 (UNI EN 
13659:2009), guaranteeing the maximum wind-
resistance rating, and class 2 (UNI EN 13527:2001), for 
the best possible results regarding operating force.

For shutters with frame 
(models T1 to T13), the 
openable-panel version is 
also available.

T9 fixed shutter 
FIXED SLATS, SOLID UPPER PANEL

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T13 fixed shutter 
MATCHBOARD INTERIOR

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR EXTERIOR/INTERIOR EXTERIOR/INTERIOR

T17 fixed shutter 
DOUBLE LAYER

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T21 fixed shutter 
SMOOTH INTERIOR PANEL

T24 fixed shutter 
PANTOGRAPHED

EXTERIOR EXTERIOR/INTERIORINTERIOR

T12 fixed shutter 
MATHCBOARD VERTICAL INTERIOR

T16 fixed shutter 
HORIZONTAL BOARDS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T20 fixed shutter 
OVERHANGING OPEN SLATS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T11 fixed shutter 
MATCHBOARD EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T14  fixed shutter·34 mm/
T15·44  mm
VERTICAL SLATS

T19 fixed shutter 
WIDER OPEN SLATS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T23 fixed shutter 
EXTERIOR OVERLAPPING

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T10 fixed shutter 
SOLID PANELS

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR

T13E fixed shutter  
THICKNESS 34 MM MATCHBOARD 
INTERIOR

T18 fixed shutter 
OVERLAPPING

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T22 fixed shutter 
VERTICAL SLATS, THICKNESS 22 MM

CLOSED/HALF OPEN/OPEN

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR

T1 fixed shutter
OPEN SLATS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T3 fixed shutter 
DOUBLE-ANGLED SLATS

EXTERIOR/INTERIOR EXTERIOR/INTERIOR

T5 fixed shutter 
TRADITIONAL SLAT DESIGN

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T4 fixed shutter 
WIDER DOUBLE-ANGLED SLATS

T8 fixed shutter 
FIXED SLATS

EXTERIOR INTERIOR

T2 fixed shutter 
CLOSED SLATS

T6 adjustable shutter  
TILTING SLATS

EXTERIOR 
CLOSED

EXTERIOR 
OPEN

T7 adjustable shutter 
TILTING SLATS, SOLID UPPER PANEL

EXTERIOR 
CLOSED

EXTERIOR 
OPEN

INTERIOR 
CLOSED

INTERIOR 
OPEN

INTERIOR 
CLOSED

INTERIOR 
OPEN
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This is the most common choice 
to protect buildings from the 
sun. Alpilegno’s range includes 
all of the solutions available, 
from traditional roller designs 
to more advanced products with 
anti-intrusion, air-flow and tilting 
systems.

Our roller shutters are created 
with aluminium, steel or PVC 
profiles, available in a range of 
colours, in single-colour or faux 
wood, and with cord or motorised 
operation.

These enable light and shade 
adjustment, ensuring a comfortable 
temperature and privacy within a 
room. This is all offered in a solution 
that combines great looks with 
durability and security.

Created with profiles in high-
quality extruded or bent aluminium 
to guarantee resistance against 
harsh weather conditions, including 
hail and snow, these products are 
available in motorised models with a 
continuous-chain drive mechanism 
built into runners or a traditional 
cord system.

shutters and shades

This solution ensures protection 
from the sun, easy use and a modern 
design, which can be created with 
cord-runner or zip systems.

They are available in screen fabric 
to block out sunlight and heat but 
maintain visibility or blackout fabric 
to keep all light out of the room. 
Both types can be used in the same 
building, as they have the same 
exterior design.

integrated Venetian blinds

Fly screens are the most 
environmentally friendly and safe 
approach to protect interiors and 
people from insects without needing 
chemicals.

With a wide range of colours and 
precise design, our built-in fly 
screens combine easy use and 
safety with a discrete look. They are 
built into the window system, with 
vertical spring systems for windows 
and lateral spring systems for 
French windows and sliding doors, 
and are practically invisible but 
ready when needed. 

The sliding and closure systems are 
simple, ergonomic and suitable for 
use by people of all ages, enabling 
movement and release with one 
finger.

This is an innovative system of blinds 
that eliminate the need for traditional 
external solutions as they are installed 
directly inside the window, between the 
glazing, without affecting insulation 
performance. Blinds are available in 
manual and electric versions, also 
connected to the domotics system of 
the dwelling. 

This system guarantees protection 
against dirt, dust and weathering, 
without the need for maintenance. 
The lifetime of the latest-generation 
magnetic controls is almost eternal.

The wide range and versatility of 
models means that there are solutions 
for any room.

exterior motorised roller shades
The zip system can be installed 
flush for concealed installations 
integrated into the window system. 
It is also the ideal solution for larger 
windows ,such as lift-and-slide 
products, even up to 6 metres in 
size.

blinds

fly screens

roller shutters
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Alpilegno offers a wide range of 
wooden or wooden-aluminium front 
doors. They are robust, thermally 
and acoustically insulated products 
that guarantee the security of the 
building with premium designs.

Exterior front doors are for 
commercial and residential use.
Doors feature internal materials 
that guarantee outstanding thermal 
and acoustic insulation, stability 
and durability.

traditional range

contemporary lines

Front doors with door panel featuring glazed 
elements and solid elements to be selected 
from the various compositions using smooth 
or cut panels and double glazing with 
various options.

The thickness of the panel and glazing can 
be either 30 mm or 54 mm, depending on 
the thickness of the unit and thermal and 
acoustic performance desired.

Solid front doors created using engineered 
wood to guarantee outstanding stability 
and durability. Inside, the double aluminium 
sheet serves as a vapour barrier, while 
insulation is guaranteed by a layer of ultra-
compressed 100% Italian cork.

The exterior finish uses fine veneering that can 
be chosen in a range of different timbers.

alp 01

alp 12 alp 14 alp 15 alp 16 alp 26

alp 03

mod 02mod 00

alp 27 alp 28 alp 29 alp 30 alp 31mod 20mod 17 mod 31 mod 33 mod 36
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counterframes
Extensive experience and 
continuous professional training 
enable Alpilegno to offer customised 
solutions that guarantee comfort 
and well-being for your interiors. 
This is achieved using insulating 
wooden counterframes or insulated 
single units installed as a direct 
continuation of the building 
structure, designed based on the 
choice of windows and doors and 
any accessories to manage natural 

light and security. 
Key features include thermal and 
acoustic insulation, control of natural 
light and a healthy, well-ventilated 
environment.

In the design phase, we choose 
all the details depending on the 
model of windows and doors, 
whether traditional or concealed, 
with accessories such as roller 
shutters, blinds, traditional shutters 

and fly screens, and based on the 
type of wall, whether traditional 
brick built or with a prefabricated 
wooden construction. All of these 
factors come together in the choice 
of the best technical and design 
solutions, placing a strong focus on 
preventing thermal bridges, sealing 
out wind and draughts, and avoiding 
condensation and damage to the 
building.

counterframe for lift-and-slide solutions

counterframe for windows

TAPING AROUND 
COUNTERFRAME

PERIMETER 
WALL

POLYURETHANE 
FOAM

PLASTER MESH

WOOD  
COUNTERFRAME

PLASTER

EXTERNAL 
INSULATION

PERIMETER 
WALL

POLYURETHANE 
FOAM

EXTERNAL 
INSULATION

TAPING AROUND 
COUNTERFRAME

PLASTER MESH

WOOD  
COUNTERFRAME

PLASTER
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Alpilegno offers customers its 
extensive experience for the 
creation of custom staircases 
adapted to the requirements of 
individual clients, architects and 
designers.

We begin with the selection 
of building materials, the first 
consideration for a high-quality 
result, worked with artisan spirit and 
clear technical direction, ensuring 
the entire process is optimal from 
production to installation and every 
last detail.

Each staircase is a unique piece that 
takes form for the specific context 
with a high level of customisation 
required.

Through the use of CNC machines, 
including state-of-the-art 
pantographs, Alpilegno produces 
interior staircases that meet various 

interior doors

Elegant and robust: Alpilegno offers 
a full range of solid and functional 
interior doors, with a choice of 
classic and modern designs to 
customise rooms with complete 
freedom. 

They are created in solid wood 
using a variety of timbers, including 
spruce, larch, ash and oak, with a 
sanded or brushed finish, and an 
ample range of coating options.

The fixed frame is designed in the 

Trentina style, following traditional 
local techniques, with solid wood, 
snap-on architraves and an impact-
absorbing seal along the closing 
edge. The load-bearing fittings 
include an adjustable double hinge 
and lock of choice with between one 
and four locking points.

The door panel has a 46-mm thick 
laminated or blockwood perimeter 
structure, featuring cross-laid, 
three-ply, laminated wood internal 

panels and/or transparent, frosted 
or custom decorated glazing.

In addition, the technology used 
for machining wood with latest-
generation pantograph makes it 
possible to create special geometric 
designs.

Whether you are looking for a 
minimalist or rustic door, in natural 
wood or colour finish, our team will 
find the best technical and design 
solutions for your project.

logistical requirements, making 
optimal use of available space.

Careful attention to detail with 
finishes, choice of colours, and 
cuts and shapes defined for each 
project make our stairs exclusive 
interior features combining form and 
function.

Interior staircases can have endless 
different configurations and can be 
created with various combinations 
of materials. Railings can be 
anything from wood to steel, glass or 
decorative wrought iron, while stairs 
can be enhanced with marble and 
granite elements and LED lighting.

Trentina 1 Trentina 2 Trentina 3 Trentina 4 Trentina 5 Trentina 6
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From traditional styles to more 
modern looks, all suitable for full 
customisation in terms of finishes 
and colours, Alpilegno creates 
wooden balconies suitable for all 
types of dwellings, using the finest 
raw materials.

They are coated with Remmers 
products, applying one coat of wood 
stain and two coats of oil. This 
treatment does not flake with age 

and gives the customer the option 
to carry out scheduled maintenance 
with high-performance products 
without sanding the surface down to 
the wood.

The Company uses a certified 
mounting system, created with cold-
galvanised iron brackets that ensure 
the balcony has excellent stability, 
guaranteeing high safety standards 
for the entire structure.

Alpilegno creates aluminium 
balconies using thick and robust 
profiles extruded using its own 
specially designed dies. Assembly 
almost entirely uses a slot-in system 
without visible screws, and many 
different models can be created and 
customised from the traditional style 
using 90 x 90 mm uprights to more 
modern looks with stainless steel 
supporting structure.    

Aluminium coatings  
include a wide range of finishes, 
including faux wood and matt RAL 
colours, which can be matched 
perfectly with the exterior profiles 
of windows and doors from the 
WoodAluminium series and with 
aluminium shutters.

Alpilegno aluminium balconies do not 
require maintenance.

wood aluminium

Available in two different types, with 
wooden or aluminium elements, 
our balconies are installed with a 
certified mounting system, created 
with cold-galvanised iron brackets 

to ensure that they have excellent 
stability, guaranteeing high safety 
standards for the entire structure.
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Our windows and doors, beautiful 
and durable, are ready to meet 
the demands of your project. 
Technical support and an artisan 
touch enable us to offer a tailored 
service with customised designs and 
technological solutions.

In addition to customisation of 
timber and finish, products and 
technologies of excellence, from 
wooden edge profiles to glass-only 
solutions, we always pay close 
attention to every last detail.

We design and create curtain wall 
systems with exceptional looks and 
technical specifications: laminated 
wood on the interior side, combined 
with a thermal insulation profile and 
external aluminium or bronze casing 
give geometric freedom for original 
designs, guaranteeing exceptional 
thermal and acoustic insulation. 
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support after-sales service

certified installation

For renovations or new builds, thermal 
counterframes are generally supplied to be fixed 
to the building structure (primary node). 

To guarantee the highest levels of thermal and 
acoustic insulation, the primary node is insulated 
with thermo-expanding tape and compressible 
foam, certified and guaranteed for 10 years 
against infiltration of water and draughts. 

After the final work on walls and finishes, 
installation of the window within the 
counterframe (secondary node) uses different 
thermo-expanding tapes depending on the 
various parts of the window system for optimal 
sealing, waterproofing and thermal and acoustic 
insulation.

For a perfect aesthetic finish, installation is 
completed with application of an architrave 
or decorative sealing edge for an attractive 
transition between wall and frame.

Alpilegno guarantees optimum results without 
causing inconvenience.

Old frames (generally fixed directly to the 
walls) are cut using a special electric tool, thus 
reducing thermal bridges around the window 
space and avoiding loss of glazed surface area 
(as occurs if they are mounted instead of cut). 
This makes it possible to create a space for the 
new unit to be professionally installed in line with 
best practices.

During replacement, we check for any thermal 
bridges along the perimeter, using insulation 
techniques to minimise heat transfer.

The same attention is given to the box above 
roller shutters. We ensure that this is insulated 
in accordance with new energy-saving standards 
and, where necessary, install soundproofing 
layers and high-density polyethylene panels, new 
draught excluder strips and new belt guides for 
thermal insulation.

replacement of existing 
windows and doors

installation of new 
counterframe/single unit

We believe that excellence goes hand in 
hand with support: consulting begins with 
initial design, before going on to identify 
the best technical and energy-efficiency 
solutions for the specific project. From 
theory to practice, on-site support, including 
initial surveys, is guaranteed by highly 
qualified personnel.

Complete customer satisfaction 
guides all of our efforts and our 
daily work.
In addition to a 10-YEAR GUARANTEE 
on products and installation, 
Alpilegno offers a prompt and 
efficient after-sales service.

Successful installation depends on 
professional installation following 
best practices.
Alpilegno provides an automatic 
crane service for installing large-
scale solutions, using cutting-edge 
suction lifters for the highest levels 
of safety and precision. 
All works are guaranteed by 

PosaClima certification, carrying 
out installation with hi-tech, 
high-performance materials with 
a team of highly qualified and 
trained technical personnel holding 
European EQF3 Senior Installer 
status. This is a specialisation under 
the UNI standard framework that 
guarantees high-level knowledge of 

sector technical standards, 
installation techniques, and the 
selection of the most suitable 
materials to ensure top results, 
right through to registration of the 
windows and doors installed, and 
final approval.

CERTIFIED INSTALLER 
Valentino Cellana
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creating 
results
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76 projects that showcase our products Private residence
Vestone, Brescia 
Type: Vertical extension on existing home
Designer: Design studio of Galvani Mauro 

Various types of products were used for this addition 
to an existing home, some of which had very specific 
characteristics. First of all, there are LAK 100 PLAN solutions 
installed flush with the wall featuring smooth white 
pigmented interior finish with RAL 9010 and matt RAL 7044 
exterior. Then there are LAK88 LUCE lift-and-slide concealed 
models, trapezoid windows (LAK 100, non-continuous), and 
finally the front door with glazed porch and glass-to-glass 
corners without wooden uprights. 
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Country house 
Salò, Brescia
Type: Renovation of old farmhouse 

Immersed in the green hills, the location offers an 
enchanting view over Lake Garda. In this context, 
Alpilegno was involved in the design and creation of 
windows and doors with excellent thermal and acoustic 
insulation.
The L72 collection takes centre stage in the spaces 
created, featuring the matt pigmented model, also with a 
semi-circular arch and Gothic arch design. These custom 
wooden windows combine simplicity and high quality. 
For the suite facing out over the park, the L72 units are 
equipped with special soundproofing glazing and interior 
shades to ensure optimum comfort for guests.
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Pinzolo, Trento
Type: Construction of new luxury resort 
Designer: Architect Hugo Demetz/Studio 
Apostoli

Just a short stroll from the village, at the 
foot of the Brenta Group and certified as a 
ClimaHotel, the resort was designed with two 
key criteria: limiting energy consumption, 
including through installation of wooden 
windows and doors with triple glazing, and the 
use of renewables with high-yield generation 
systems.
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Luca Girardini photos

Private villa
Grancona, Vicenza
Type: Construction of new luxury villa 
Designer: Architect Giovanni Fattori

The dwelling is situated on top of a hill with 
breathtaking views. The physical boundary between 
indoor and outdoor space is eliminated by clever use 
of glazing. It not only frames the panorama, but it also 
acts as a curtain, opening on the stunning natural 
backdrop of the Venetian Alps and Prealps.
LAK81 LINEA windows are created with interior side 
in natural pine and exterior in single-colour matt Elox 
2000 aluminium. 
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Marcheno, Brescia 
Type: Construction of new luxury villa
Designer:  Surveyor Paolo Carini Studio Geo3 
Interior design: Giorgio Buffoli 
Interior architects 

This luxury villa in Marcheno was custom 
designed with four-metre-tall column windows 
and lift-and-slide solutions installed flush with 
the flooring for a continuous effect. 
The windows are from the WoodAluminium 
series, in the LAK81 LINEA plan model, with 
interior in spruce and exterior in aluminium,  
all with a RAL 9010 (Pure white) finish 
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Loc. Cermis – Cavalese, Trento
Type: Rifugio at 2170 metres above sea level
Designer: Artistudio – As Architettura of Architect Berti 
Giovanni

The architectural style blends the modern and the 
traditional, using the beauty and unique qualities  
of wood to frame the whole project.  
The curtain wall is created with triple glazed, sun 
control panels that can be opened, with laminated 
wood interior in natural larch and coated aluminium 
exterior with matt RAL 7016 finish. This system enables 
exceptional technical performance and aesthetics, even 
in this particularly complex project, due to options for 
customisation and adaptation of the structure to any 
requirements.



company certifications

All Alpilegno products are CE certified 
according to applicable standards. CE 
marking guarantees compliance with 
health and safety requirements, as set 
out by EU standards.

Alpilegno is a partner of PosaClima, the 
installation system using highly trained 
installers and top-level materials and 
performance to guarantee the final 
result provides the planned thermal 
and acoustic efficiency. 

posaclima.it

Alpilegno is PEFC certified for its use 
of PEFC Chain of Custody wood in 
its production process, a traceability 
system used for all phases of processing 
and distribution of wood which requires 
that no timber comes from controversial 
sources.

pefc.it

ISO 9001 certification represents the 
international standard for Quality 
Management Systems.

SOA certification is a mandatory 
certification attesting to the economic 
and technical ability of a company to 
qualify for public contracts.

RC2 Guardian Angel Certification 
represents class 2 anti-intrusion 
security.

maco.eu/it-IT/Servizi/Guardian-Angel

product certification

LAK81 LINEA LK92 plan LK92
LAK81 LINEA

ARCA-certified wood products must 
have offer high levels of performance, 
demonstrated through specific 
technical laboratory testing, and must 
meet the strict standards defined 
in the ARCA Technical Regulations. 
ARCA-certified wooden windows and 
doors can guarantee a significant 
contribution to create buildings 

with top-level energy, acoustic and 
environmental-sustainability profiles. 
Specifically, ARCA windows, front 
doors and X-Lam panels can be useful 
in receiving an excellent rating in the 
ARCA certification of wood buildings, 
vertical extensions and additions. 

arcacert.com

High-quality and high-performance 
windows and doors are essential to 
save energy and for correct thermal 
and acoustic insulation. Windows and 
doors are subject to the EN 14351-1 
product standard and CE marking, 
which establish their compliance with 
European standards. In addition, the 
important CasaClima FinestraQualità 
mark guarantees that the product, 
installed following best practices 
by specialised professionals, meets 
certified high-quality technical 
requirements. 

agenziacasaclima.it
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